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“What do you think, David?” asks Jeremy. “Isn't she hot? She's best 
friends with Kathy, and doesn’t have a boyfriend. I can totally get you an 
introduction.” 

David looks across the cafeteria at the woman Jeremy talked up.  
“She’s attractive,” David says. “But she's not my type.” 
“Not your type?" Jeremy responds, incredulously. “Why isn’t she your 

type? You don’t like good looks and intelligence? She even likes sports 
and partying. And I heard she’s great in bed. The two of you—totally 
perfect.” 

David was tired of Jeremy’s attempts to hook him up with women. 
This was the third girl with whom Jeremy believed David would be 
“totally compatible.” He knew that Jeremy meant well, and he wanted to 
tell Jeremy that he was gay, but they had only known each other for two 
weeks and David wasn't sure if he could trust him. The last time David 
came out to a new friend, he was called “faggot” and hit with a bottle. He 
didn’t think two weeks into the second-semester of his first year of college 
was a good time to have the possibility of similar drama. David decided to 
try to put the topic to rest.  

“Maybe I can think about dating after a couple of weeks,” he says. “I 
have some difficult classes this semester, and I don’t want to get distracted 
and mess up.”  

Jeremy laughs. “Wow. You’re way too serious, dude. I know we’ve 
only known each other for a few weeks, but you need to relax. I'll keep 
trying to find you the totally perfect girl and maybe she'll help loosen you 
up!” 

When he was choosing a college, David tried to find a school that 
would be gay-friendly so he wouldn't have to worry about being out and 
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being comfortable with himself. He was out in high school, but 
experienced a significant amount of ridicule. He didn’t want to live and 
learn in such an environment again.  

David came across Springdale University, a school in a large city that 
had an active Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Queer, and Transgender (LGBQT) 
organization. Initially, he felt like he made the best choice—but now, after 
attending for one semester and in talking with Jeremy, he began to 
question his decision. Being out wasn’t so easy. He wanted to trust his 
new friend, but was scared.  

“I think you have a one-track mind,” David says. “Don’t you think of 
anything else besides girls?” 

“What else is there to think about? You don’t like dudes, do you?” 
“No!” David responds, nervously. He feels guilty for telling Jeremy a 

lie. 
David then notices Pam and Aaron, two of his classmates, looking for 

a place to sit. He waves them to the table. “Hey, come sit with us! There’s 
plenty of room!” David had hung out with Pam and Aaron a few times 
before and they seemed to all get along well. He also hoped that they 
would distract Jeremy from indirectly asking about his sexuality. 

“Pam and Aaron, this is Jeremy,” says David. 
“Nice to meet you,” they say in unison. 
“Nice to meet you, too,” Jeremy replies. “Maybe one of you can 

convince David to relax a bit!” 
Aaron smiles and looks at David. “David needs to relax? He seems 

relaxed to me.” 
 “I'm just trying to find a girl for David,” Jeremy quickly explains the 

situation. “My friend has someone totally perfect for him, but he doesn’t 
want to be introduced.” 

“Why’s that?” Pam asks. 
“He says he wants to focus on school. Doing well in school is 

important, but a guy has to have a social life, too. Know what I mean? A 
little romance can ease the pain of studying!” 

Everyone laughs.  
“Maybe she's not David's type,” Pam responds. 
David feels his skin getting warm. Did Pam know? Was she going to 

out him? Maybe this was the time for him to just say something, but he 
wasn't sure or ready. Now he wouldn’t have to only come out and say he 
liked guys, but he might also have to explain to Jeremy why he lied by 
saying he didn’t like dudes. 
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“She's my type though,” Pam continues, smiling coyly. “Maybe your 
friend should introduce her to me! I haven’t found somebody to date since 
the beginning of last semester.” Aaron and Pam laugh. David stays silent. 

“You like girls?” Jeremy blurts. “Are you kidding me?”  
“Yes, Jeremy. I like girls. I’m a lesbian.” 
“Well, that’s none of my business,” Jeremy responds. “A person’s 

sexuality is no one’s business.” 
“Weren’t you just trying to hook up David with a woman?” asks Pam. 
“Yes.”  
“And you don’t think such hooking-up has anything to do with 

sexuality?” 
“Nope.”  
“Of course it does!” replies Aaron, entering the conversation. “You’re 

trying to set up a man, Jeremy, with a woman. You’re assuming that 
Jeremy and the woman are heterosexual.”  

“But David is heterosexual. He just told me he was.” 
“Jeremy, you’re missing the point,” Pam adds. “Even though you 

didn’t ask about sexuality, it is implied. I implied my sexuality when I said 
I like girls. My sexuality was a part of that statement.”  

“Sexuality is still is no one’s business,” Jeremy replies.  
“Then I don’t think you could ever ask another person if she or he has 

a boyfriend or a girlfriend, a husband or a wife. Comments like these 
invoke people’s sexuality.” 

“I guess,” says Jeremy. “Actually, Pam, I am glad you told me you are 
a lesbian. We can talk about girls together. Maybe you can teach David a 
few lessons about girls too.” 

David shifts uncomfortably in his seat. Should he say something now? 
Would there be a better time? Pam glances his way, and he thinks she 
knows what he’s thinking.  

 “I don’t know if Pam’s lessons would help,” David says, nervously 
staring at the cafeteria table. 

“Oh, come on David! It’s not like you couldn’t find a totally perfect 
woman,” says Jeremy. 

“You just have to put some effort into it,” Aaron adds. “Besides, we’ve 
only been in college a few months. You have plenty of time to meet a 
girl.” 

David glances up from the table, briefly looks at Aaron, then Jeremy. 
He makes eye contact with Pam, hoping she will give him the courage to 
say something, then gulps and looks down again. “I’m not interested in 
girls,” he says, quickly and quietly. 

Jeremy and Aaron look at David, then each other.  
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“You mean you’re not interested in girls right now, while you start the 
semester,” Jeremy says, realizing David’s earlier comment. “That’s okay. I 
just think you need to relax a bit.” 

David, feeling frustrated, shakes his head and raises his voice. “That’s 
not what I mean. I am gay. I like guys. I like guys like Pam likes girls.”  

Silence overcomes the table. David, now feeling somewhat sick, scans 
everyone’s reactions. Jeremy looks confused. Aaron avoids eye contact 
and aimlessly stares out the window. Pam smiles. “At least there is one 
friendly face at the table,” David thinks. 

“Well, that’s less competition for me!” Pam says, breaking the silence. 
“David, maybe you can give some of the girls on my dorm floor some 
advice on dating guys!” 

“Why would he do that?” Jeremy asks, looking at Pam. 
“If I’m going to help you and Aaron with advice on dating girls,” Pam 

replies, “then David can help some of my female friends with advice on 
dating guys.” 

Jeremy turns to David. “Are you serious? I thought we were friends. 
We hung out together. We talked about women. And you just told me that 
you didn’t like dudes.” Jeremy turns away.  

“I’m sorry for lying,” David responds. “I’m gay and that’s the reason 
why the women you choose aren’t my type. I didn’t know how or when to 
tell you.”  

Everyone falls silent. Finally, David tries to add some humor to the 
situation. “Jeremy, all of this time you should have been choosing cute 
guys for me.” Pam and Aaron laugh, and the situation feels comfortable 
again. Almost.  

“It’s not funny,” snaps Jeremy. “This is serious. You lied to me. 
You’ve been lying to me. You’ve been lying to everyone.” 

“I lied to you once,” David explains. “I’m sorry. I wasn’t ready to tell 
you. I didn’t know how you would respond. I’ve been verbally and 
physically assaulted for coming out. I didn’t want that to happen again. I 
was scared.” 

“You should be scared!” yells Jeremy. “Men who like men are weird.” 
“Hold on, Jeremy,” Pam says. “I see two things wrong. First, when I 

came out just a few minutes ago, you asked why I felt that I had to say 
something about my attraction to women. You told me that my attraction, 
my sexuality, was no one’s business.” 

“It isn’t,” Jeremy responds, defensively. 
“Then why did you expect, or want, David to tell you about his 

attraction to men? If you believe a person’s sexuality is no one’s business, 
then why would you get upset with someone for not telling you?” 
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“Because David lied to me,” Jeremy says. “I don’t care about his 
sexuality. I just don’t want him—a supposed friend—lying to me.” 

“You only knew David was lying if he told you about liking dudes,” 
Aaron says. 

“But I never asked about his sexuality,” Jeremy interrupts.  
“Asking people if they like men and/or women, if they would like to 

hook up with men and/or women, is a question that implies sexuality,” 
says Aaron, somewhat angrily. 

“Boys, calm yourself,” Pam interjects. “Jeremy, the second thing I see 
wrong is that you seemed supportive of my attraction to women, my same-
sex attraction, my sexuality. You even wanted to talk about girls with me. 
But you don’t seem supportive of David’s attraction to men, his same-sex 
attraction, his sexuality. You even called it weird.” 

“It’s totally different,” Jeremy says. 
“How?” asks Aaron. “I think you have a double standard.” 
“You don’t see how Pam’s and David’s attraction is different?” Jeremy 

asks, sounding shocked. 
David, Pam, and Aaron exchange glances and shrugs, look to Jeremy, 

and say, almost in unison, “No, how are the attractions different?” 
“The difference is obvious,” replies Jeremy. “David is a guy who likes 

other guys. And he was supposed to be my friend.” 
“I’m still your friend, Jeremy” David says. “I’m sorry if I lied to you, 

but with all of the women you kept trying to introduce me to, it wasn’t 
easy to tell you that I’m gay. I wanted you to like me.” 

Jeremy glares at David, angrily.  
“I meant that I wanted you to like me as a friend, nothing more,” says 

David. “I didn’t want you to think of me as weird. I wanted to be one of 
the guys.” 

Aaron extends his hand and pats David on the back. “You’re still one 
of the guys. I just think you surprised us.” 

“But why is it different for David to come out than it is for me?” Pam 
says. “A double standard exists. Regardless, Jeremy, I think you owe 
David an apology.” 

“An apology?” replies Jeremy. “For what?” 
“Because you made this harder for him than it had to be,” Pam 

explained. “You assumed he liked women—assumed that he was 
straight—and you put pressure on him to date one of the ‘totally perfect’ 
women you found for him.” 

“Jeremy, she has a point,” Aaron replies.  
Jeremy shakes his head in disbelief. “I owe David an apology for 

thinking—believing—he was straight? That’s ridiculous.” 
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“It did make it hard for me,” David says, “But I don’t expect an 
apology. I’d just like us to still be friends.” 

“I still think he owes you an apology,” says Pam, crossing her arms 
and furrowing her brow. The men look to Pam, roll their eyes, and begin 
to chuckle softly.  

Jeremy relaxes a bit. “Okay, so maybe I do have a double standard. 
I’ve never known a gay guy before. I don’t know how to act. David, you 
like football, yes? That wasn’t a lie, was it?” 

“I like football,” David says. “And I think you still owe me from a bet 
we made on one of the preseason games.”  

“Oh, yeah. I owe you a pizza,” Jeremy admits. “I thought you would 
forget. Anyways, I guess we can still try and hang out. It just might take 
me a while to get used to not finding women for you.” 

“I guess you can turn your energies toward finding a woman for 
Aaron,” David replies. “Or Pam!” 

Everyone laughs, and, for the first time since coming to the university, 
David feels comfortable with his new friends and his sexuality. He knows 
people who know him for who he is, and that’s all he needs—for now. 

For Further Reflection and Discussion 

1. What does it mean to come out? Why might it be difficult for 
some people to come out? 

 
2. When two people first meet, when should each disclose her or his 

sexuality? Provide some examples of when it is—and is not—
important to disclose sexuality in a first encounter. 

 
3. Was David justified in lying to Jeremy? Why or why not? 

 
4. How does trust influence a person’s decision to come out to 

others? 
 

5. Why would a LGBQT organization have been important to David 
in choosing a school? 

 
6. Did Jeremy have a double standard between being comfortable 

with a lesbian friend and being uncomfortable with a gay man? 
Why might he have felt different about each? 
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7. David apologized to Jeremy for telling him a lie. But did Jeremy 
owe David an apology for trying to hook him up with women? 
Why or why not? 
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